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Norfolk Dam, Arkansas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent picture of the Norfolk Dam from Google Maps 



It’s the decision, not the model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the recommendation of Dr. Roy Carlson, a consultant to the Little Rock District of the Corps of Engineers,  Ray Clough submitted a proposal to perform a finite element analysis of Norfork Dam, a gravity dam that had a temperature induced vertical crack near the center of the section. Ray Clough is famous for coining the phrase “finite element” [Clough, R. W., “The Finite Element Method in Plane Stress Analysis”, Proc. 2nd ASCE Conf. On Electronic Computation, Pittsburg, Pa. Sept. 1960.]The proposal contained a coarse mesh solution of a section of the dam that was produced by the new program and clearly indicated the ability of the method to model structures of arbitrary geometry with different orthotropic properties within the dam and foundation. The Clough finite element analysis proposal was accepted by the Corps of Engineers over an analog computer proposal submitted by Professor Richard MacNeal of Cal-Tech, which at that time was considered as the state-of-the-art method for solving such problems.The Norfork Dam project provided an opportunity to improve the numerical methods used within the program and to extend the finite element method to the nonlinear solution of the crack closing due to hydrostatic loading. The significant engineering results of the project indicated that the cracked dam was safe with the existence of the vertical crack. Looking back on the Norfork dam study one is impressed by the sophistication of the analysis considering that such nonlinear behavior is rarely taken into account in dam analysis today.Today we would scoff at the chances of any regulatory agency accepting such a crude analysis to make such an important decision.  However, prior to the development of the finite element method the University of California at Berkeley had a long tradition of research on concrete, earth and rockfill dams and their material testing. Their recommendation was accepted not because of the finite element model results, it was accepted because of who was making the recommendation –experienced engineers using a cutting edge analysis method.It’s not the model that’s important, it’s the decision that you’re making with the model.
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GE’s Passport engine - the commercial  
debut of ceramic-matrix composites  

HondaJet – unitized composite fuselage 

CFM  LEAP engine – Resin transfer molded fan blade 

Increased use of Composites 

Materials & Processes = Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GE’s Passport engine marks the commercial debut of ceramic-matrix composite (CMC) material usage for harsh environment parts such as the mixer and center body assemblies. In total it uses 15 CMC parts for a weight savings of more than 40 pounds per engine. Perhaps the biggest introduction in the engine is the use of ceramic matrix composite (CMC) parts in key areas for the first time in a commercial engine. Since 2011, the divergent seals at the exhaust end of the F414 engine, which powers the F/A-18 Hornet, have used the material. “It’s an afterburning environment, very harsh with a lot of acoustic energy, a lot of temperature and a lot of hot-streaking,” said principal engineer Bernie Renggli, “a very challenging environment, and that’s where we really got to know this material system well.”The Passport incorporates 15 of the oxide-oxide composite parts on three assemblies, which, combined, account for a weight savings of approximately 45 pounds per engine. “It’s very similar to typical polymeric matrix composite processing,” said Renggli. A specialized cloth is run through a slurry bath to form a pre-impregnated spool of material that requires refrigeration until use. The material has a cumulative room temperature life of seven days, therefore, its time out of the freezer is carefully clocked. Once rolled out, it is cut into patterns and applied to a form, much like papier-mâché. The entire mold is then placed into a vacuum bag and undergoes a lamination cycle in an autoclave. The part is then removed from the mold and undergoes the additional step of heating in a sintering furnace, which oxidizes it, removing all organic components. “From there you can machine it with conventional tools,” said Renggli. “Due to the way it’s manufactured, it’s a much lower cost system, and we’ve got some repair techniques as well.” Among the CMC parts is the center body, a cone-shaped structure that protrudes from the back of the engine. Approximately 30 inches high with a more than 20-inch diameter on the front end, the part is surprisingly light, weighing around nine pounds. Surrounding it is the mixer, a highly complex pleated structure that takes three days to lay out on its form. It combines the engine’s core flow with the fan flow to minimize pressure loss.With the exception of its fiberglass radome, the entire fuselage  of the HondaJet— stringers, ring frames, stiffened skins, sandwich skins and wing-to-body fairing — are made from prepreg that combines Cytec 5276-1 damage-tolerant epoxy resin (Cytec Industries, Woodland Park, N.J.) and Toho G30-500 intermediate-modulus carbon fiber (Toho Tenax America, Rockwood, Tenn.). Chosen because it performed well with the Toho fiber, the 5276-1 also was one of the few toughened epoxies available with the required compression-after-impact (CAI) properties, critical for composite fuselage structural design. This particular carbon fiber/epoxy combination also promised a stable, long-term supply. “This is a 20- to 30-year production program,” Fujino points out, noting that “cost was also a factor and supply needed to be available from the U.S. because of HondaJet’s production location in North Carolina.” The use of a single prepreg throughout the fuselage was deliberate. “We have to certify these materials, which is a very expensive process, requiring several hundreds of test coupons, so we want to keep this to a minimum,” Fujino explains. “Also, if we use the same materials, the layup process is simplified for production, which then simplifies training for production personnel and lowers production risk.” A key goal was to minimize fuselage joints. Therefore, the fuselage is made in two halves, right and left. Each half combines nose (honeycomb sandwich structure), barrel (stiffened panel with cocured stringers) and tail cone (honeycomb sandwich structure) components, all cured together to form an integral structure. The halves are layed up in female half-shell molds cut from Invar. “We need high-quality production tooling that will last,” Fujino comments.Our new LEAP engine, the benchmark power plant for the next-generation single aisle commercial jets—developed through CFM International (our 50/50 joint company with GE)—comprehends brand-new manufacturing process such as a fan blade made of a new-generation organic composite material. This Snecma (Safran) proprietary technology has been under development for several years and will dramatically reduce engine weight while providing a more durable blade. The carbon fibres are woven in a 3D pattern, making it much stronger than current composites. The blade is then made using the resin transfer molding (RTM) process, which offers significant weight savings versus a metal blade. 3D woven RTM blades were chosen for the LEAP engine family because of their many advantages: performance, strength, lightness, reduced maintenance. In fact, this light-weight structure is proving to be incredibly durable and virtually maintenance free, thanks to the extensive testing we performed.
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Large Forgings 

Additive Manufacturing 

19 ft x 4 ft x 4 ft 

Materials & Processes = Performance 

“Advanced manufacturing technologies 
 are out-pacing structural analysis capabilities” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Advanced materials / manufacturing techniques are out-pacing structural analysis capabilities.” quote from Senior OEM designer  Structural complexity is increasing with unitization and additive manufacturing.Advanced analysis capabilities exist but they are employed on ad-hoc basis (i.e., reactive).
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Material Screening & Selection 

Material & Process Specification Development 

Allowables & Design Value Development 

Structural Element Tests 

Subcomponent Tests 

Component Tests 

Full-Scale Tests 

MANUFACTURING  TECHNOLOGY 

Building Block Method 

 C
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Confidence in system capability is developed 
through extensive fabrication and testing … 

COURTESY OF DAVE BOWDEN 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concurrent and systems engineering requirements, and requirement for predictable development (success on a schedule) have driven the industry to highly sophisticated, disciplined development processes and procedures. The Integrated Product Deployment (IPD) process (sometimes also referred to as Integrated Product Development) is intended to define and ensure appropriate integration and interaction of all disciplines at appropriate times during product development, and is usually combined with gated milestones for program and technical review. This process facilitates systematic integration and “flow-down” of the high level program goals and requirements to the engine module level (turbine, combustor, compressor, etc), and further down to subassemblies and individual components. Incorporation of new technology in a product is similarly subjected to highly structured and disciplined processes – where “technology readiness level” (TRL) is assessed relative to defined gates, and new technologies or applications must meet gated success criteria before being “boarded” in a design.  Current design practices require many steps to achieve final production-process qualification and system airworthiness certification. This approach is sometimes called a "building block" approach, and usually starts with trade studies/simple analyses, moves to coupon-scale analyses/tests, then on to sub-element/element-scale analyses/tests, then to component/module-scale analyses/tests, and finally to full-scale analyses/testing.  Needless to say, the process is expensive and time consuming. If this always led directly to a viable product, without requiring design iterations, it would be an acceptable approach for managing the risks of a new weapons system. However, this is all too often not the case. That is, the current process of systems development often forces us to go back and perform a redesign after we have made it all the way up to the full-scale test article. This inability to accurately predict systems performance leads to lengthy, costly development programs involving multiple design-build-test cycles. The end result is uncertainty in every aspect of acquiring, operating, and supporting the fleet, which impacts both readiness and cost. 
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Component Lifing Data 
for Airframe Structures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, funding of subcomponent and component tests is rarely sustained in development programs. While present in early Engineering & Manufacturing Development (EMD) program planning it is typically reduced or eliminated during the cost reduction phase of EMD.
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Component Lifing Data 
for Airframe Structures 

Works fairly well for evolutionary 
design configurations, materials & manufacturing processes 

Works less well when aircraft mission profiles & retirement dates 
change 

Works poorly for revolutionary 
design configurations, materials & manufacturing processes 
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Philosophy of Design  
Common to All Structural Materials 

Designs are Based on Minima - not Averages 

Courtesy Michael Gorelick, FAA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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We don’t know what  
we don’t know! 

Minima are extrapolated - not measured 

Courtesy Michael Gorelick, FAA 

Deterministic 
design criteria 
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Uncertainty in Minima 
Often Lead to Expensive 
Re-designs, Especially: 
- New Materials 
- New Geometries 
- New Processes 
- New Application of 
    Mature Processes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points:·       importance of understanding defect species and occurrences, ·       role of statistically infrequent events and associated need for some probabilistic assessments, ·       need to understand processing effects and sensitivity as scale up in size, mfg volume, and complexity occurs. ·       process sensitivities to changes - in suppliers, methods, or equipment, and ·       importance of inspectability.
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Courtesy John Matlik, Rolls Royce 

ICME is becoming a critical enabler 
for reducing the design/make cycle 

time  Forming Fabrication Composites General Casting SX Casting Forging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMMI journal article: Integrated computational materials engineering from a gas turbine engine perspective,  http://www.immijournal.com/content/3/1/13In 2008, the National Research Council published a landmark report on Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) and defined it as an emerging discipline that aims to integrate computational materials science tools into a holistic system that can accelerate materials development, transform the engineering design optimization process, & unify design and manufacturing’. ICME is becoming a critical enabler for reducing the design/make cycle time and getting complex systems into production more quickly. There are several reasons why this is the case. Firstly, ICME allows materials experts to develop new material systems and methods of manufacture much more quickly. Advanced new materials and their associated manufacturing processes can be tailored to deliver products that meet design requirements quickly and more effectively in terms of cost and performance. Secondly, ICME enables design processes to quantify cause and affect relationships between manufacturing methods and variability, material properties, product geometry, and design requirement margins. In the design phase, material selection itself can impose consideration of material-specific failure modes that are naturally correlated to important attributes such as strength, weight, and geometry. ICME enables designers to quickly understand the complex and probabilistic interactions between the material, manufacturing processes, manufacturing variability, and design. Thirdly, it has been shown that successful account of variability of the manufacturing processes in life calculations leads to improved accuracy in declared low cycle fatigue crack initiation and damage tolerance lives on life limited gas turbine engine components. Furthermore, ICME enables engineers to rapidly exploremore effective design and manufacturing solutions for delivering superior products at lower cost, faster but not without challenges. To highlight challenges and progress toward realization of this transformational technology, a survey of recent examples of materials and manufacturing process simulations along with the overarching approach and requirements within ICME to link these simulation capabilities to design and manufacturing methods will be reviewed from a gas turbine engine perspective
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Powder Bed Fusion 

nature.com/scientificamerican/journal/ 

axisproto.com solidconcepts.com 

directmetallasersintering.net 

An additive manufacturing process 
in which thermal energy selectively 

fuses regions of a powder bed 

Dezeen.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additive Mfg is everywhere and is perceived as a solution to just about everything under the sun.
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Location-Specific Design: Building Block 
Vision & Motivation 

Defect Likelihood =  
f (geometry,process) 

 
Optimized Design is Location-
Specific and Assured through 
Digital Data & Informatics 
 
 
 
An optimized building block 
design ultimately interrogates 
complex relationships between 
processing and geometry  

Effect of Process 
Parameters on 
Defect Species: 
DOE of Simple Shapes 

1 

Effect of Geometry on 
Defect Species: 

“Canonical” Features 
connect process  

to feature 

2 

 
Effect of Process & 
Geometry on 
Defect Species 

3 

Phased Approach: 

Develop Framework for 
Visualization & Analytics: 
integration of process data, 
in-situ data, inspection data 

with process models 

Propagate 
statistical defect 
prevalence and 

uncertainty 

1 

4 
3 
2 

DOE Builds 1 through 4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting there requires a disciplined approach to develop an understanding of the capabilities and limitations of this rapidly changing technology.
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Effect of Process Parameters on  
Defect Species 
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DOE Builds 1 through 4 
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Where: 
G=Global Energy Density 
P= Laser Power 
S= Hatch Speed 
H=Hatch Spacing 

Global Energy Density (GED):  energy input 
density (J/mm2) as  laser beam is rastered across 
powder bed surface at constant speed 

COURTESY OF MICK MAHER 

DOE # 3 
• Laser power (195 W) 
• Laser diameter (70 μm) 
• Laser speed (1,000 mm/s) 
• Hatch spacing (0.1 mm) 
• Stripe width (5 mm) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quality metric (QM) for each build layer extracted, and process screening possible via comparison to QM limit baseline.In addition, In situ sensors record heating rate (rH), peak temperature (TP) and cooling rate (rC) for each consolidated layer.



Build Trials: As Built Defects 

Avg = 22 µm 

19 

GED (J/mm2) 

lack of fusion boiling 

~ 150 µm 

COURTESY OF MICK MAHER 

Low Energy- Lack Of Fusion High Energy- Keyhole  Porosity  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defect species are directly related to process parameters.Note that GED contains no information on the powder (e.g., alloy composition, size distribution, shape, etc.)
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Effect of Geometry on Defect Species 

Systematically vary geometrical features & local process parameters 
and catalog defect species 

Continuously-Changing Wall Thickness Continuously-Changing Wall Pitch 

Process maps (beam current) for example geometries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, part geometry plays a significant role in the resultant material for AM processes.
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Defects in Full Scale Builds 
 

Anomalous melting 

Metallization: build-up and contamination Raking: Powder distribution and swelling 

15mm 
105 mm 

Scale Matters! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defects on full scale builds are different from those seen in sub-scale exploratory builds.
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Fully Integrate Process Data & Models 
 with Lifing Models 

In situ data 
(Log-files, IR, Optical images) 

Characterization 
(Destructive & Non-destructive) 

Intended 
Geometry 
(CAD File) 

Beam Power & 
other parameters 

Process Models 

Laser beam normal to 
image scanning from 

left to right 

μ-structural Models 

Property Models 
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Probabilistic Design and 
Performance Lifing 

Process/Lifing 
Models 

Process 
Data 

COURTESY OF MICK MAHER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOE to understand processing windowBuild process models using data from DOEOptimize process window to reduce occurrence of defectsDesign – 3 Sigma  specimens to V&V/UQ the modelsUse the process models to guide design of full scale components
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Fully Integrate Process Data & Models 
 with Lifing Models 

In situ data 
(Log-files, IR, Optical images) 

Characterization 
(Destructive & Non-destructive) 

Intended 
Geometry 
(CAD File) 

Beam Power & 
other parameters 

Process Models 

Laser beam normal to 
image scanning from 

left to right 

μ-structural Models 

Property Models 
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165 

Probabilistic Design and 
Performance Lifing 

Process/Lifing 
Models 

Process 
Data 

~1 Terabyte of data 
 per Build! 

COURTESY OF MICK MAHER 

Over 60 Process 
Variables 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge:- AM generates significant amounts of 3D data.  Could approach1 Terabyte of data per build!- AM Processes may have over 60 variables
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Material Screening & Selection 

Material & Process Specification Development 

Allowables & Design Value Development 

Structural Element Tests 

Subcomponent Tests 

Component Tests 

Full-Scale Tests 
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Confidence in system capability is developed 
through extensive fabrication and testing … 

COURTESY OF DAVE BOWDEN 

Design Subcomponent Tests 
To Assess the Capability of 
The Process to  Successfully 
Deliver the Full-Scale Article 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The development, validation, and implementation of ICME enabled probabilistic methods offer enormous potential benefits to the weapons system validation process in terms of reduced program cost, time and risk.  Probabilistic methods using ICME input provide a common architecture for integrating the disparate elements of material and system design, manufacturing, quality assurance, service support and retirement across the entire supply chain for the entire life cycle of the system. The data on the key variabilities needed to support an integrated probabilistic design system are often readily at hand in today’s quality control systems but are not being fully exploited. During systems acquisition probabilistic methods would allow us to reduce the required testing to the "min critical set" of tests to satisfy the airworthiness community that the design is safe. Further, they would enable us to optimize test protocols to more fully support design validation thereby minimizing the occurrence of “design escapes.”During the operations and support phase of the lifecycle they could be used to optimize maintenance schedules and rapidly respond to unanticipated maintenance requirements as well as assess the impact of mission profile changes or potential life extensions. 



Combined Computational/ Experimental Approach 

• Vary material & process parameters 

• Simulate fine-scale behavior, homogenize to 
higher level models 

• Estimate impact of M&P variability on system 
performance 

• Iterate ASME V&V 10-2006 

Change the Testing Paradigm: 
Use ICME to Design - 3 σ Validation Experiments 

that Delineate Process Capability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key is linking the material characteristics to performance in a reliability-based design sense. Without the link to performance of the system, it is impossible to understand risk. Furthermore, it is difficult to decide what process controls and acceptance testing requirements to impose during production and what monitoring and inspection to impose during O&M.Our program, Improved Aerospace Casting Process Through Process Modeling Enhancements program is defining the necessary steps to develop and subsequently validate and implement improved advanced casting process simulation tools. The primary focus is enhancing these tools to benefit the manufacture of advanced aerospace investment castings by reducing inefficiencies in the process, and ultimately improving casting quality and yield while reducing casting costs.With respect to “defect species,” gross cavity and micro-porosity are the most common defects in castings and contribute to the majority of scrap and rework within aerospace foundries. Simplified methods usually work well for gross cavity defects but remain largely qualitative. They are good at predicting the location but not the level and size of shrinkage. However, the lack of quantitative prediction capability limits the application of optimization and modeling productivity. 



ASME V&V 10-2006 

Change the Testing Paradigm: 
Use ICME to Design - 3 σ Validation Experiments 

that Delineate Process Capability 

Model Predictions 
Of Defect Occurrences 

X-ray 
 Inspection 

Use ICME to understand 
processing effects & 
sensitivity due to scale up in 
size, manufacturing volume, 
and component complexity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eventually we will use ICME to estimate the occurrence of defects (shape & distribution) and validate the model using NDE.



ASME V&V 10-2006 

Change the Testing Paradigm: 
Use ICME to Design - 3 σ Validation Experiments 

that Delineate Process Capability 

Model Predictions 
Of Defect Occurrences 

X-ray 
 Inspection 

Use ICME to understand 
processing effects & 
sensitivity due to scale up in 
size, manufacturing volume, 
and component complexity 

Explore Digitally – Confirm Physically 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will use the ICME models and sub-component tests to ensure that when the full scale article is built, it is built right the first time.



 
 
 
 

– Material/Process Modeling  
and Simulation 
• Advanced physics-driven modeling 
• e.g. ICME, FEA, CFD, etc. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

– Integrated Quality Testing 
• Inform modeling & simulation with quality test results 
• e.g. calibrating process models & process control 

– Data Informatics/Analytics 
• Empirical/data-driven modeling 
• e.g. ICME, statistical process modeling, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– Intelligent Process Monitoring/Control 
• Linking math/physics models to process control 
• e.g. process monitoring parameters as model input 

 

ICME = Integrated Computational Materials & Manufacturing  Engineering 

FEA = Finite Element Analysis; CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics 

TODAY: Fully Integrate Manufacturing 
with Design & Risk Analyses 



 
 
 
 

– Material/Process Modeling  
and Simulation 
• Advanced physics-driven modeling 
• e.g. ICME, FEA, CFD, etc. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

– Integrated Quality Testing 
• Inform modeling & simulation with quality test results 
• e.g. calibrating process models & process control 

– Data Informatics/Analytics 
• Empirical/data-driven modeling 
• e.g. ICME, statistical process modeling, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– Intelligent Process Monitoring/Control 
• Linking math/physics models to process control 
• e.g. process monitoring parameters as model input 

 

ICME = Integrated Computational Materials & Manufacturing  Engineering 

FEA = Finite Element Analysis; CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Quantifying & 
Understanding 
Manufacturing 

Variability 

Performance-based 
Decision Making in 

Manufacturing 

State Awareness & 
Prediction for Each 
Tail Number in the 

Fleet 

TOMORROW:  Link Materials & Manufacturing 
to Fleet Management 
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Takeaways 

• The Building Block Approach doesn’t work well for new M&P 
– Surprises happen too frequently 
– We’re leaving too much information on the table 

• Link Mfg to Design - it’s much more than Design for Mfg! 
– Fully exploit the emerging capabilities of ICME models 

•Change the testing paradigm to better elucidate minima 
– Design validation tests that accurately estimate the relevant physics of the 

full-size article  

• Change the value proposition for manufacturing!  
– Quantify the impact of manufacturing variability on system capability 
– Reduced Design Iterations = $$$$$$$ in cost savings 

• It’s not the model, it’s the decision you make using the   
 model results! 
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